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PROPOSED MARTIAN GLACIERS OF RECENT AGE AND A MODEL OF THEIR FORMATION.
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Introduction: Images of Dao Vallis acquired by
the Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC) show features on
portions of its slopes and valley floor that possess
characteristics that are morphologically consistent
with glaciers of recent age. MOC images of other
areas on Mars have been reported to show glacial
landscapes of recent age, as well [1]. As in other areas, gullies are evident in MOC images on the slopes
of Dao Vallis and have morphologies consistent with
recent formation by flowing water [2]. Some of these
gullies have heads that have been called alcoves,
where water appears to seep from the ground [2].
This abstract presents a model of how the water seepage associated with alcoves could lead to the formation of glaciers under recent conditions.
Model: In accordance with the model presented
here, some of the water that seeps from the walls of
alcoves may freeze within them due to cold ambient
temperatures. As a result, alcoves may become filled
with ice. This could explain the origin of the material
within alcoves that have been classified as filled alcoves [2]. Accumulation of ice within alcoves can
continue for as long as seepage persists. The evidence
for the recent seepage of water on the slopes of Dao
Vallis suggests that ice formation may be a recent or
an on going process.
Like terrestrial cirques, alcoves may act as regions
of ice accumulation, although the source and formation of the ice are different. If water seepage continues, the weight of the accumulating ice may eventually cause it to flow down slope and out of the alcove
in the form of a glacier. If the rate at which a glacier
accumulates ice exceeds the rate at which ice is lost,
the glacier will advance down slope. In this way, ice
that originates in alcoves high on the slopes of Dao
Vallis may eventually reach the floor of the valley.
Observations: The ice formations on the slopes
of Dao Vallis appear to be tributaries of an even more
extensive ice formation on the floor of the valley
(Figure 1). The ice formations of the slopes merge
with the ice formation at the bottom of Dao Vallis in
a way that suggests mutual flow, closely resembling
the way terrestrial tributary glaciers merge with mainvalley glaciers (Figure 2). The ice formations on the
slopes and floor of Dao Vallis possess distinct structural morphologies that are characteristic of terrestrial
alpine glaciers (Figure 3).
Conclusion: The model presented here and the
evidence for recent water seepage suggest the possibility of recent or current glacier formation on Mars.

In addition, the similarities between the proposed
glaciers in Dao Vallis and active terrestrial alpine
glaciers suggest that recent or active glaciers may
exist in Dao Vallis, Mars.
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(2000) Science, 288, 2330-2335.
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Figure 1: Formation at top left may be
a tributary
glacier of a 4 km wide main valley glacier that flows
from right to left due to slope. The surrounding plateau is at extreme top and bottom. A portion of MOC
image M03-04950. The lighting is from top left.
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Figure 2 (above): The proposed tributary glacier
appears to have been forced to turn upon joining the
proposed main valley glacier, suggesting concurrent
flow. Slope angles of about 20 degrees for the wall
and 1.4 degrees for the floor of the valley have been
derived from Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA)
data and are reasonable by terrestrial standards, as are
the overall dimensions. A portion of Figure 1.
Figure 3 (right): The proposed tributary glacier is
set against the stratified valley wall material. Flow
lines at top of image coalesce in a large alcove that
may behave like a terrestrial cirque. Below the alcove
the slope steepens, possibly leading to higher flow
rates. This in turn may cause extension that leads to
the formation of what appear to be well-defined crevasses, which are consistent with recent or present
day movement. The proposed crevasses close as the
tributary flow merges with the main valley flow, suggesting compression. A portion of Figure 1.

